Precise. On-Time.
Leitz.
High Production Tools & Systems for
Wood & Advanced Materials
Are accuracy, productivity, and service important to you? Talk to Leitz.

Leitz Tooling Consultants understand manufacturing and bring that knowledge to your plant or shop floor.

We review your processes, your targets, and your goals to maximize productivity, reduce waste and cut down on additional processing requirements.

You’re looking for a production partner, not a check box on an online form.

In an ever-more digital world, Leitz is re-tooling. Leitz is dedicated to meeting your needs, face-to-face.

Our business was built on handshakes and sawdust. Hard work. Strong bonds.

Diagnosing a tooling issue is best done on your shop floor using our eyes and hands. You can’t feel surface finish or measure spindle accuracy with a digital photo attached to an e-mail.

In the world of industrial tooling manufacturing, knowledge is best. Leitz has over 135 years experience satisfying the world’s most demanding customers.

Our commitment to quality and service is unrivaled in the industry, and so is the engineering and accuracy that goes into every one of our standard tools.

We have developed the industry’s most stringent manufacturing processes to make sure our tools meet your standards.
Our service centers are fully staffed, running multiple shifts, and meeting your tooling requirements faster than ever before.

**Diamond service | Quick turnaround.**

With the expanding market for the precision and durability of diamond tooling, Leitz has made an unprecedented commitment to the quick service of these critical—and valuable—production components.

We are outfitting each of our service centers with the latest in diamond sharpening equipment, adding capacity, and increasing staffing. All to put you back in business faster.

**Regional service offices offer added convenience and faster results.**

- Grand Rapids, MI
- Archdale, NC
- Garland, TX
- San Bernardino, CA
- Kent, WA

**Consultation, engineering, and manufacturing.**

Producing quality products requires full synchronization of design, engineering, production management, raw materials, personnel—and tooling. Faster production speeds and higher quality come from the right tools; standard or custom.

Leitz has everything you need, helping to create new solutions to bring your vision to life.